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Militants attack Egypt mosque
SINAI PENINSULA » Gunmen, bombing targeting Sufi
worshippers leave at least 235 dead, 109 wounded
By DECLAN WALSH
AND NOUR YOUSSEF
NEW YORK TIMES

CAIRO — Militants detonated a bomb inside a crowded
mosque in the Sinai Peninsula on Friday and then sprayed
gunfire on panicked worship-

pers as they fled, killing at least
235 people and wounding at
least 109 others. Officials called
it the deadliest terrorist attack
in Egypt’s modern history.
The scale and ruthlessness of
the assault, in an area wracked
by an Islamic insurgency, sent
shock waves across the nation

— not just for the number of
deaths but also for the choice of
target. Attacks on mosques are
rare in Egypt, where the Islamic
State has targeted Coptic Christian churches and pilgrims but
avoided Muslim places of worship.
The attack injected a new
element into Egypt’s struggle
with militants because most of
the victims were Sufi Muslims,
who practice a mystical form of

Islam that the Islamic State and
other Sunni extremist groups
deem heretical. And it underscored the failure of President
Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi, who has
justified his harsh crackdown
on political freedom in the name
of crushing Islamic militancy,
to deliver on his promises of security.
“The scene was horrific,” said
Ibrahim Sheteewi, a resident of
Bir al-Abd, the small north Si-
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Opting for the outdoors

nai town where the attack took
place. “The bodies were scattered on the ground outside the
mosque. I hope God punishes
them for this.”
A Sinai police officer said the
dead included at least 15 children. A witness put the toll even
higher, saying he had helped
gather the bodies of 25 children.
Hours later the Egyptian milTURN TO EGYPT » PAGE A8
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Disquiet
grows as
agency is
reshaped

Tillerson culls the ranks,
causing concern for
diplomatic stability
By GARDINER HARRIS
NEW YORK TIMES
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The trails of Armstrong Redwoods State Natural Reserve were filled with hikers working off big Thanksgiving meals on Friday when Save the
Redwoods League members offered more than 2,500 free vehicle day-use passes for “Redwood Friday.”

As shopping season kicks off, many decide to take solace outside instead
By GUY KOVNER

Edith, 2, right,
and Claudia
Barr of Santa
Rosa play in
the remains
of a redwood
stump at
Armstrong
Redwoods on
Friday.
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queals of delighted children punctuated the
ethereal calm among the world’s tallest trees
as Armstrong Redwoods State Natural Reserve offered an alternative to the bustling urban
scramble for Black Friday shopping bargains.
From tots in backpacks to gray-haired seniors,
locals as well as visitors from abroad, folks walked
the rain-softened trails of the Guerneville park
amid sky-scraping giants that date back to about
1,000 years before Europeans first reached California.
Their serenity is as spectacular as their size.
TURN TO OUTDOORS » PAGE A6

“There’s a quiet in a redwood forest that you don’t get anywhere else.”

WASHINGTON — Of all the
State Department employees who
might have been vulnerable in the
staff reductions that Secretary of
State Rex Tillerson has initiated
as he reshapes the department,
the one person who seemed least
likely to be a target was the chief
of security, Bill Miller.
Republicans pilloried Hillary
Clinton for what they claimed
was her inadequate
attention to security
as
secretary
of state in the
months before
the deadly 2012
attacks in Benghazi,
Libya.
Congress even Rex
passed legisla- Tillerson
tion mandating
that the department’s top security official have unrestricted access to the secretary of state.
But in his first nine months
in office, Tillerson turned down
repeated and sometimes urgent
requests from the department’s
security staff to brief him, according to several former top officials in the Bureau of Diplomatic
Security. Finally, Miller, the acting assistant secretary for diplomatic security, was forced to cite
the law’s requirement that he be
allowed to speak to Tillerson.
Miller got just five minutes
with the secretary of state, the
former officials said. Afterward,
Miller, a career Foreign Service
officer, was pushed out, joining a
parade of dismissals and early retirements that has decimated the
State Department’s senior ranks.

JOANNA BUTLER, of Cotati, who was out walking with her husband
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Roseland tent encampment swells
HOMELESSNESS » Exodus
from downtown is a ‘new
twist on an old problem’
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Ellen Brown pitched her tent adjacent to Camp Michela, or
Remembrance Village, on Friday in Roseland.
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After Santa Rosa shut down
homeless encampments in downtown Highway 101 underpasses last
week, numerous people who lived
there have migrated to the site of a
two-year old tent village on a publicly owned lot in Roseland, frustrating
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Sonoma County officials in charge
of the property and adding another
layer of complexity to the region’s
longstanding housing crisis.
The collection of tents behind
the Dollar Tree store on Sebastopol
Road appears to have swollen to at
least 75 tents, double its prior size.
The growth has surprised city leaders who thought more people would
move from the underpasses into shelter beds or other housing options.
The situation also has inflamed
political tensions — the property is
owned by the county, but the neigh-

RESHAPING JUSTICE DEPARTMENT: Sessions’
effort to sculpt agency to reflect his nationalist
ideology is shrouded by Russia inquiry / B1

borhood was just annexed into Santa Rosa city limits — and escalated
debate about whether local officials
should allow encampments as a
temporary solution to the lack of affordable homes in the area.
Supervisor Lynda Hopkins, who
represents Roseland, called the
shift of homeless residents into the
area a “new twist on an old problem” and lamented that it occurred
so quickly after the neighborhood’s
annexation.
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